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We construct a random geometric graphGn by picking n verticesX1, . . . ,Xn ∈ [0,1]d uni-
formly at random and adding an edgeXiXj ∈ E(Gn) if ‖X1−X2‖< r, wherer > 0 is a predeter-
mined parameter.

A k-colouring of a graphG is a mapc : V(G)→ {1, . . . ,k} such thatc(v) 6= c(w) whenever
vw∈ E(G), and the chromatic numberχ(G) of G is the leastk for whichG admits ak-colouring.

We will consider the behaviour of the chromatic numberχ(Gn) asn tends to infinity where
r = r(n) is allowed to vary withn. Earlier work by McDiarmid (on the two-dimensional case)
and Penrose (general dimension) showed there is a dramatic difference in the behaviour ofχ(Gn)
between the case whennrd � lnn and the case whennrd � lnn (it is natural to describe the
various cases in terms of the quantitynrd, as the expected number of neighbours of a vertex
is proportional tonrd). Neither author considered the chromatic number in the “phase change”
whennrd = Θ(lnn) and both posed the behaviour in this range as an open problem. In this talk
we will determine constantsc(t) such that

lim
n→∞

χ(Gn)
nrd = c(t) a.s.,

if nrd ∼ t lnn.
A clique in a graphG is a subsetC⊆V(G) of the vertex-set with the property thatvw∈E(G)

for all v 6= w∈C; and the clique number, denoted byω(G) is the largest cardinality of a clique
in G. Note thatχ(G)≥ ω(G) for all G.

(If time permits) we will see that there is a “sharp threshold”r0 of the formr0(n) = ( t0 lnn
n )

1
d

for some constantt0 > 0 such that

χ(Gn)
ω(Gn)

→ 1 a.s.,

if r ≤ r0 and

liminf
n→∞

χ(Gn)
ω(Gn)

> 1 a.s.,

if r > (1+ ε)r0 for someε > 0.
The results generalise to the case of an arbitrary probability distribution with a bounded den-

sity function and an arbitrary norm onRd.

(This is joint work with Colin McDiarmid)
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